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ExifDropper Crack is a handy application that was
designed in order to serve as a GUI for ExifTool and
provide drag and drop support to ease the usage of the
program. For example you can drop your picture files
from Windows Explorer, XNView, Fast Stone Image
Explorer and all other Apps supporting Drag'n Drop
and tag them by using ExifTool without going to the
command line. (2 votes, average: 5.00 out of 5)
Loading... Install EXIF from Softpedia - free
downloads ExifDropper Crack Free Download is a
handy application that was designed in order to serve
as a GUI for ExifTool and provide drag and drop
support to ease the usage of the program. For example
you can drop your picture files from Windows
Explorer, XNView, Fast Stone Image Explorer and all
other Apps supporting Drag'n Drop and tag them by
using ExifTool without going to the command line.
ExifDropper Cracked Version Description:
ExifDropper is a handy application that was designed
in order to serve as a GUI for ExifTool and provide
drag and drop support to ease the usage of the
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program. For example you can drop your picture files
from Windows Explorer, XNView, Fast Stone Image
Explorer and all other Apps supporting Drag'n Drop
and tag them by using ExifTool without going to the
command line. Installation: Run ExifDropper.exe.
ExifDropper is a handy application that was designed
in order to serve as a GUI for ExifTool and provide
drag and drop support to ease the usage of the
program. For example you can drop your picture files
from Windows Explorer, XNView, Fast Stone Image
Explorer and all other Apps supporting Drag'n Drop
and tag them by using ExifTool without going to the
command line. ExifDropper Description: ExifDropper
is a handy application that was designed in order to
serve as a GUI for ExifTool and provide drag and drop
support to ease the usage of the program. For example
you can drop your picture files from Windows
Explorer, XNView, Fast Stone Image Explorer and all
other Apps supporting Drag'n Drop and tag them by
using ExifTool without going to the command line. (2
votes, average: 5.00 out of 5) Loading... ExifDropper
3.8 File type: EXE - 1.86 MB Ex
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- allows you to define keyboard macros, and to use
them in any App that supports Drag'n Drop - the
macros can be launched in order to create and apply
new tags, alter the value of existing tags, delete tags,...
- the macros can read the tags of the dropped file,
check them for validity, and perform a requested
action - each macro has a fixed delay of about 500ms -
the macros can be delayed in order to perform the
action after a selected delay Note: - macros are defined
through a simple text file, a simple text editor would be
enough - it is advised to use the installation script
supplied with this software in order to generate an
initial configuration file EXIF2JPG is a small
command line program that helps you to extract all the
relevant information from a JPG file, such as Exif
Data, GPS Info, JPG Data, Thumbnail, Movie Data,
etc... It comes with a GUI that you can drag and drop
the images you want to process. It is very easy to use
and allows you to do a lot of things on the fly. Please
note that it is NOT an EXIF reader... the GUI only
serves as a front-end for the command line, it does not
contain any command line interface, so you will need
to launch it using a command line. A dedicated manual
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is included, and the software is designed to be portable.
EXIF2JPG is free software, and it is under GNU GPL
license. Data Renamer is an application that helps you
to rename several files and directories, folders and
subfolders at once. It allows you to choose a template
for the files to be renamed (including a custom one)
and you can also define the new name (or value) for
each of the attributes (such as File Size, File Date, File
Name, and so on). Exifs4usi is a free tool that was
designed to help you view and edit the "IPTC" Exif
tags of your pictures. The "IPTC" is a standard (but not
used very often) Exif tag that contains a lot of useful
information such as copyright details, categories,
keywords, user comments, etc... Exif Commander is a
handy command line tool that was designed to help you
get the most out of Exif tags. It can add tags to images,
retrieve information about images, and more... It is
very easy 77a5ca646e
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ExifDropper Free Download

--------------- ExifDropper is a simple GUI for
ExifTool by Yakk, released under GNU General
Public License. If you want to change the GPL license,
please email me. Usage: ---------- To install, extract the
archive to some directory and set $EXIFDROPPER to
the directory you extracted to. You can also set the
environment variable $EXIFDROPPER to the
directory path and the program will be automatically
run whenever you launch a new session. For example
you can set $EXIFDROPPER=/usr/bin to run it at each
user login. To run the program, type the following
command: $EXIFDROPPER This program uses the
commands that are set to the environment variables
EXIFDROPPER_COMMAND or
EXIFDROPPER_COMMAND_LOW_PRECISION.
You can change those variables by editing the file
/etc/exifdropperrc For more information on how to use
this program, please visit The following environment
variables are also available: $ EXIFDROPPER $
EXIFDROPPER_COMMAND $
EXIFDROPPER_COMMAND_LOW_PRECISION $
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EXIFDROPPER_PROGRAM $
EXIFDROPPER_PROGRAM_LOW_PRECISION $
EXIFDROPPER_PLUGIN_PATH $ EXIFDROPPER
_PLUGIN_PATH_LOW_PRECISION $
EXIFDROPPER_PLUGINS Known Issues:
--------------- 1) In some cases ExifDropper does not
show all tags in the selected pictures. This happens
because the tags are loaded into memory and the tags
are not loaded by default. To load the tags into
memory do the following: Go to the directory that
contains your pictures. Open the shell and type: $
EXIFDROPPER This will load the tags for all your
pictures. Note: If you want to load only selected
pictures, use the following syntax: $ EXIFDROPPER
-w file1,file2,...,fileN 2) Some archives (I hope not
yours) do not support the exiftool --list-formats switch.
If you are using 7-zip, 7z or

What's New in the?

This application was designed to make the use of
ExifTool as easy as possible. Download:
ExifDropper_v1.1.0.zip (403kb)
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ExifDropper_Source.tar.gz (21.5mb)
ExifDropper_License.txt (1kb) Credits: Thanks to the
developers of ExifTool and ExifProbe - Paul Harvey,
Marc Hafner and James Bigg Thanks to the developers
of XNView - Alberto Massa, Guillermo Felleisen,
Guillermo Sangil Thanks to the developers of
FastStone Image Explorer - - Rutger Helminck and
Kris Malach Thanks to the developers of FastStone
Image Explorer - - Allan Schumacher and Stefano
Vigna Thanks to the developers of Win32 Disk Imager
- - Robert Knop Thanks to the developer of ExifTool -
Tim Davidson Thanks to the developer of ExifProbe -
Christopher Jordan Special thanks to Robert Knop for
the many bug fixes and much work on the IFRMP file
format. Special thanks to the creators of FastStone
Image Explorer - - Rutger Helminck, Kris Malach,
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System Requirements For ExifDropper:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Windows 10 Processor:
Intel Core i3 (2.5 GHz), Intel Core i5 (2.6 GHz) or
AMD equivalent Intel Core i3 (2.5 GHz), Intel Core i5
(2.6 GHz) or AMD equivalent Memory: 4 GB 4 GB
Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 11, NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 660/AMD Radeon HD 7870, NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 760/AMD Radeon R9 270 Microsoft DirectX
11, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660/AMD Radeon HD
7870, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760
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